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Abstract

This paper presents a novel investigation into the unexpected relationship between the number of 
Master's degrees awarded in health professions and related programs and the frequency of Google 
searches for 'reddit'. Using data from the National Center for Education Statistics and Google Trends, we 
sought to uncover any potential correlation between these seemingly unrelated phenomena. Our analysis 
revealed an astonishingly high correlation coefficient of 0.9958401 and a significant p-value of less than 
0.01 for the period from 2012 to 2021. We were dumbfounded to discover the remarkably strong 
association between the two variables, prompting us to delve deeper into the potential causal 
mechanisms and implications of this peculiar connection. While initially perplexed by the absurdity of this 
relationship, our research team humbly presents these findings as a lighthearted yet thought-provoking 
exploration into the interconnectedness of academic pursuits and online distractions.
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1. Introduction

In  the  fast-paced,  information-saturated
world  of  the  21st  century,  the  intertwining
threads  of  academic  pursuits  and  digital
distractions  have  woven  a  tapestry  of
interconnectedness  so  intricate,  it  would
make even a  seasoned statistician's  head
spin.  Our  curiosity  piqued  by  the
unexpected  connection  between  the
number  of  Master's  degrees  awarded  in
health  professions  and  related  programs

and the frequency of  Google searches for
'reddit', we embarked on a whimsical quest
to  unravel  the  mystery  behind  this
seemingly ludicrous correlation.

As  researchers  delving  into  the  maze  of
statistical  analyses,  we  are  often  no
strangers to surprising  findings  and quirky
patterns.  However,  the  uncanny  bond  we
unraveled between the pursuit of advanced
health-related degrees and the allure of the
online haven that is 'reddit' left us bemused
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and intrigued in equal measure. It was as if
the  stethoscope  of  statistical  inquiry  had
picked up the rhythm of a digital beat, and
we were left tapping our keyboards in sync
with the peculiar harmony we uncovered.

The  very  idea  of  bridging  the  chasm
between  the  scholarly  realm  of  health
professions  and  the  ephemeral  realms  of
online  forums might  seem as incongruous
as  a  stethoscope  at  a  stand-up  comedy
show.  Nevertheless,  armed  with  the  twin
weapons of  data and humor,  we solemnly
set  forth  into  this  realm  of  curious
correlations  and  statistical  surprises.  The
stage  was  set,  the  audience  of  academic
minds  assembled,  and  the  spotlight  of
inquiry shone brightly on the peculiar tango
between Master's degrees and the siren call
of 'reddit' searches.

2. Literature Review

The study by Smith et al. (2018) focuses on
the pivotal  role of Master's degrees in the
health professions and the impact of digital
platforms  on  academic  pursuits.  Their
research  delves  into  the  intersection  of
scholarly endeavors and online distractions,
offering a framework for understanding the
dynamics at play. Similarly, Doe and Jones
(2019)  explore  the  evolving  landscape  of
health-related  education  and  its
coalescence with the virtual realm, shedding
light  on  the  nuances  that  underpin  this
symbiotic relationship.

In  "Big  Data  and  Health  Professions
Education"  by  Patel  and  Kim  (2017),  the
authors underscore the influence of  digital
advancements  in  shaping  the  educational
landscape  for  health  professionals.  Their
insights lay the groundwork for considering
the unexpected influence of online platforms
such  as  'reddit'  on  the  academic  pursuits
within the health professions. Moreover, the
seminal  work  of  Wu and Brown (2020)  in
"Digital  Distractions  in  Health  Education"
unveils  the  intricate  dance  between

technological  allure and scholarly  pursuits,
setting  the stage for  our  investigation  into
the enigmatic correlation between Master's
degrees  in  health  professions  and  'reddit'
Google searches.

Moving  beyond  the  confines  of  scholarly
publications,  the  non-fiction  works  "Data
and Digits:  Exploring  the Nexus of  Health
Professions and Online Culture" by Orwell
(2015) and "Stats and Snickers: A Tongue-
in-Cheek Analysis of Academic Pursuits and
Digital Distractions" by Austen (2018) offer
perceptive insights and improbable wit that
resonate with our endeavors to uncover the
hidden  ties  between  advanced  health-
related degrees and 'reddit' searches.

On  a  more  whimsical  note,  the  fictional
narratives  of  "The  Statistical  Sorcerer's
Search for 'reddit'  Revelations" by Rowling
(2007) and "The Probability Prophet and the
Perplexing 'reddit' Riddle" by Tolkien (2013)
encapsulate the essence of  our  foray into
the  uncharted  territory  of  statistical
peculiarities  and  digital  dalliances.  As  we
navigate  this  terrain  of  improbable
connections,  the  cinematic  explorations  in
"The  Matrix:  Measuring  Master's  Degrees
and  'reddit'  Realms"  (Wachowski  &
Wachowski,  1999)  and  "Inception:  Delving
into  the  Depths  of  Digital  Distractions"
(Nolan,  2010)  serve  as  thought-provoking
parallels  to  our  own journey in  unraveling
the  multidimensional  correlation  between
academic accolades and online obsessions.

The  convergence  of  scholarly  inquiry  and
levity  beckons  us  to  embrace  the
serendipity  of  unexpected  findings  and
embrace  the  absurdity  amidst  academia's
solemn  pursuits.  With  these  diverse
viewpoints and literary inspirations in mind,
we embark on a lighthearted yet  insightful
exploration into the interconnected tapestry
of  Master's  degrees  in  health  professions
and the enigmatic allure of 'reddit' searches.

3. Our approach & methods
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To  dissect  this  perplexing  correlation
between the  confounding  worlds  of  health
profession  Master's  degrees  and  'reddit'
searches,  we  embarked  on  a  quest  to
wrangle a diverse array of data and unleash
the  powers  of  statistical  analysis.  Our  all-
star  cast  of  data  sources  included  the
National Center for Education Statistics and
Google Trends, where we sifted through the
virtual haystacks of information in search of
clues to unlock the mystery at hand.

First,  we donned our virtual detective hats
and combed through the National Center for
Education  Statistics  to  gather  data  on the
number  of  Master's  degrees  awarded  in
health  professions  and  related  programs.
This  entailed  navigating  a  labyrinth  of
spreadsheets  and  reports,  where  we
deciphered  the  arcane  language  of
academic  pursuits  and  tallied  up  the
instances  of  conferred  degrees  with  the
finesse  of  a  seasoned  mathematician
counting grains of sand on a beach.

Next,  we  delved  deep  into  the  digital
playground that is Google Trends, where we
harnessed the power of search query data
to  track the frequency of  'reddit'  searches
from 2012 to 2021. We navigated the ebb
and flow of digital footprints left by curious
netizens  and  sifted  through  the  myriad  of
search  queries  like  intrepid  explorers
combing through a forest of virtual trivia.

With our treasure trove of data in hand, we
wielded  the  magical  wand  of  statistical
software to conjure up descriptive statistics,
correlation  analyses,  and  temporal  trends
with the finesse of a sorcerer casting spells
in a realm of numbers and probabilities. We
invited  the  gods  of  significance  testing  to
join  our  statistical  soirée,  where  we
summoned  p-values  and  scrutinized
confidence intervals with the discerning eye
of  a  seasoned  sommelier  appraising  a
vintage bottle of correlation.

To ensure the robustness of our findings, we
employed  a  combination  of  traditional

correlation analyses, time series modeling,
and  sensitivity  checks  to  gauge  the
resilience  of  the  relationship  between
Master's degrees in health professions and
'reddit'  searches. We adjusted for potential
confounding variables with the vigilance of a
chef meticulously balancing the flavors in a
gourmet  dish,  ensuring  that  our  insights
were  as  clear  and  untainted  as  a  freshly
polished pair of statistical spectacles.

Armed with our trusty statistical arsenal and
whimsical  sense  of  curiosity,  we  waltzed
through  the  data  with  the  grace  of  a
ballerina  pirouetting  through  a  data-driven
ballet. Our methodology may have been as
unconventional  as  a  wizard  performing
equations  in  a  wand-wielding  contest,  but
we  approached  the  task  with  rigor  and
mirth, determined to uncover the enigmatic
bond  between  health  profession  Master's
degrees and the allure of 'reddit' searches.

4. Results

Our analysis of the data from 2012 to 2021
uncovered a striking correlation between the
number  of  Master's  degrees  awarded  in
health  professions  and  related  programs
and the frequency of  Google searches for
'reddit'.  The  correlation  coefficient  of
0.9958401  indicates  an  incredibly  strong
positive  relationship  between  these  two
variables. This finding was further supported
by  an  r-squared  value  of  0.9916975,
suggesting that over 99% of the variability in
'reddit'  searches  can  be  explained  by  the
number  of  health  professions  Master's
degrees awarded. The p-value of less than
0.01 provides strong evidence to reject the
null  hypothesis  and  suggests  that  this
relationship is not just a statistical fluke.

Additionally,  our  lighthearted  yet
enlightening  scatterplot  (Fig.  1)  visually
depicts  the  close  association  between
Master's degrees in health professions and
'reddit'  searches.  The  data  points  almost
seem to be holding hands, skipping merrily
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along the plot, reminding us of the unlikely
dance between academic achievement and
online amusement.

These results left us in a state of statistical
reverence and amusement, as we marveled
at the notable concordance between these
seemingly  incongruent  domains.  It's  as  if
the academic pursuit of obtaining a Master's
degree  in  health  professions  has  become
entangled  in  an  intricate  web  of  'reddit'
searches,  as  if  health  professionals  are
seeking refuge in the digital oasis of memes
and cat videos. This unexpected correlation
has  prompted  us  to  ponder  whether  the
allure  of  'reddit'  provides  a  much-needed
respite  for  those  immersed  in  the
demanding world of health professions, or if
it simply serves as a digital distraction from
the rigorous academic journey.

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

In  conclusion,  our  findings  provide  a
whimsical  yet  thought-provoking  glimpse
into  the  interconnectedness  of  scholarly
pursuits  and  online  diversions.  This
unanticipated  liaison  between  Master's
degrees  in  health  professions  and  'reddit'
searches  raises  amusing  questions  about
the intertwining of academic rigor and digital
escapades,  inviting  further  exploration  into
the whimsical world of statistical curiosities.

5. Discussion

Our  investigation  into  the  correlation
between  the  number  of  Master's  degrees
awarded in  health professions and related
programs  and  the  frequency  of  Google
searches  for  'reddit'  has  left  us  both
flabbergasted and tickled pink. The results
of  our  study  reveal  a  stupefyingly  strong
positive  relationship  between  these  two
seemingly  disparate  domains,  thereby
corroborating the prior research that hinted
at  the  intriguing  nexus  between academic
pursuits and digital distractions.

As  we  recall  the  whimsical  musings  of
Orwell  (2015)  and  Austen (2018),  we find
ourselves  pondering  the  absurdity  and
delightfulness  of  our  uncovering.  Indeed,
the  statistical  sorcery  we  have  witnessed
impels us to consider the intricate interplay
between  the  earnest  endeavors  of  health
education  and  the  alluring  siren  call  of
'reddit'.  The  findings  not  only  confirm,  but
also amplify the jocular  parallels drawn by
Rowling (2007) and Tolkien (2013) in their
fictional works, as if we have stumbled upon
a  statistical  riddle  worthy  of  the  most
sagacious probability prophets.

The  exceptionally  high  correlation
coefficient of 0.9958401 and the minuscule
p-value further  bolster  the proposition  that
the relationship between Master's  degrees
in health professions and 'reddit' searches is
not  a  mere  statistical  fluke.  Our  results
seem  to  suggest  that  the  pursuit  of
advanced  health-related  degrees  is
intimately  entwined with the online reverie
dispensed by 'reddit'. It's as if the scholarly
trappings of  health  education  can only  be
fully appreciated when juxtaposed with the
whimsical  world  of  'reddit',  echoing  the
playful  yet  perceptive  observations  of  the
cinematographic  explorations  in  "The
Matrix"  (Wachowski  &  Wachowski,  1999)
and "Inception" (Nolan, 2010).

The scatterplot (Fig. 1) vividly encapsulates
the  unanticipated  camaraderie  between
these  two  domains,  with  the  data  points
frolicking  gleefully  across  the  plot.  Their
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lighthearted dance akin to an unlikely tango
between  serious  scholarly  pursuits  and
digital  dalliances,  evoking  a  sense  of
wonder  and  amusement.  One  can  almost
envision the data points gleefully sashaying
across  the  plot,  forming  an  unexpected
partnership  that  defies  conventional
academic logic.

In the academic arena, where the pursuit of
erudition  is  often  associated  with  earnest
solemnity, our findings add a whimsical yet
illuminating dimension to the discourse. The
statistical  revelation  of  this  unlikely
relationship  underscores  the  quirky
interconnectedness  of  scholarly
achievements  and  online  diversions,
promising  an  intriguing  avenue  for  future
research inquiries, perhaps even spawning
a new subfield of "statistical whimsy".

In light of these findings, we are left not only
with a statistical conundrum to unravel but
also  with  a  delightful  reminder  of  the
capricious  nature  of  the  academic
landscape.  Our  discoveries  beckon  us  to
embrace the awe and hilarity of improbable
findings, offering a lighthearted yet insightful
glimpse into  the underlying enigma of  the
academic pursuit and digital allure.

6. Conclusion

In  conclusion,  our  study  has uncovered  a
statistically  significant  and  perplexingly
strong relationship between the number of
Master's  degrees  awarded  in  health
professions and related programs and the
frequency  of  Google  searches  for  'reddit'.
It's as if the stethoscope of statistical inquiry
has picked up the rhythm of a digital beat,
revealing  an  unexpected  tango  between
scholarly  pursuits  and  online  distractions.
Our findings amusingly suggest that health
professionals  might  be  skimming  through
'reddit'  threads  in  between  diagnosing
ailments,  perhaps  seeking  refuge  in  the
comforting  embrace  of  memes  and  cat
videos. The interplay between the pursuit of

advanced  health-related  degrees  and  the
allure  of  the  digital  oasis  prompts  us  to
reflect  on  the  delicate  balance  between
academic rigor and digital escapades.

Our  research  has  shed  light  on  the
whimsical  interconnectedness of  academic
pursuits and online diversions, raising more
questions  than  answers.  However,  in  the
spirit of statistical exploration, we assert that
no further research is  needed in this  truly
quirky,  yet  surprisingly  intriguing  area.  It's
time to bid adieu to this peculiar correlation
and  let  it  rest  in  the  annals  of  statistical
curiosities,  where  Master's  degrees  and
'reddit' searches have danced merrily in our
data plots.
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